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THE NAMBAN COLLECTION
AT THE MUSEU NACIONAL DE ARTE ANTIGA.
The contribution of Maria Helena Mendes Pinto

Maria da Conceição Borges de Sousa
Museu Nacional de Arte Antiga

“Assuming an important role as a go-between of various cultures, 
Portugal achieved in Japan – that remote meeting point for over-
seas nations – the most fruitful of all experiences. The namban [art] 
is undoubtedly the best demonstration of this testimony”.1

Following the professional contribution which I had the privilege of 
affording Maria Helena Mendes Pinto, I was once again invited to approach 
certain aspects of her vast work,2 in this case, pertaining to the studies of 
Namban Art and the collection at the Museu de Arte Antiga (Museum of 
Ancient Art).

I felt it necessary to go back in time so as to understand the composition 
and importance of this collection, and the contribution that Maria Helena 
afforded it is undoubtedly important to trace back a reminiscent path of the 
various exhibitions and studies that led to progress of knowledge connected 
to artistic demonstrations that reflect in the 16th and 17th centuries Portuguese 
presence in Japan.

In 1882, the Exposição Retrospectiva de Arte Ornamental Portugueza e 
Hespanhola (the first big exhibition in Portugal), was staged at the place that 
two years later would house the Museu Nacional de Bellas Artes e Archeo-
logia (now Museu Nacional de Arte Antiga). Said initiative, displayed an 
impressive number and variety of artistic masterpieces and was a sensation, 
gathering approximately one hundred thousand visitors.

At the beginning of the exhibition catalogue there is reference to the “list 
of the works of art possible to be displayed at the exhibition, in no. 9 with the 
title Furniture, in paragraph c: “Lacquer furniture from India and Japan.” 

1 Maria H. Mendes Pinto “Biombos namban e pintura”, in Arte Namban, os Portugueses no 
Japão, Lisboa, Fundação Oriente/Museu Nacional de Arte Antiga, 1990, p. 25.
2 Peregrinações de Portugal ao Japão: Artes Decorativas entre os séculos XVI e XIX, Homenagem a 
Maria Helena Mendes Pinto, Lisboa, Fundação Calouste Gulbenkian, 2003. Exhibition organised 
for the commemoration of her 80th anniversary.



However, the final selection of objects related to Japan focuses mainly on 
porcelain.

In 1929 Seville was home to the Exposição Cultural da Época dos Desco-
brimentos (Cultural Exhibition of the Discoveries Age). The exhibition at the 
Portuguese Pavilion arose great interest.

Masterpieces such as the Belém monstrance, the panels of Saint Vincent 
and the Pastrana tapestries were lent to be displayed at this exhibition.

As one can read in the catalogue introduction, the aim was, in the words 
of José Figueiredo the director of the Museum at the time:

“… to simply show the reflex of the discoveries and the conquests on 
the Portuguese art of those days and the projection of the latter on 
territories that we conquered from North Africa to India and then 
via China and Japan the attainment of the Far East”.3

However, José de Figueiredo does not refrain from adding a note of criti-
cism of utmost importance:

“… something, however, that would perfectly fit here is left out.
I am referring to the Japanese folding screens, commemorative 
of the arrival of the Portuguese to Japan… And together with the 
screens the 16th century lacquered saddles, and [all] the … evidence 
of our cultural impact within this country”.4

José de Figueiredo was far to imagine that these works of art would 
comprise the museum’s collection, some twenty years later!

Although the Museu de Arte Antiga already featured important pieces 
of oriental art, the 50’s were decisive, due to both the extension of the collec-
tion and the reference studies carried out on oriental issues by Maria José de 
Mendonça in 1945, by Maria Madalena Cagigal e Silva in 1951, by Reinaldo 
dos Santos, Irene Quilhó and Mário Chicó in 1954, or by Charles R. Boxer, 
mentioning only the most important.

These publications were fundamental to increase and spread the knowl-
edge within the field of the Portuguese expansion.

Pertaining to the items that document the Portuguese presence in Japan, 
at the time the museum only had two missal lecterns, two host boxes and a 
small casket from the assets of convents whose extinction was established by 
the decree-law of 1834 (Fig. 1).

3 In Catalogue for the Cultural Exhibition of the Discoveries Age, Pavilion of Portugal in Seville,
1929.
4 Idem, ibidem.
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Of these five pieces, two were very poorly preserved.
Under the orientation of João Couto, the director of the museum at the 

time, the importance of this small nucleus increased immensely with the 
offers by the group of the Friends of the Museum and acquisitions by the State 
of Namban art items which belonged to the Costa Carneiro 5 family, former 

Fig. 1 – Missal lectern
Momoyama Period (end)
Namban Art
Convento de Nossa Senhora da Graça, Abrantes,1892
Lisbon, MNAA, Inv.º 37 div
José Pessoa, Divisão de Documentação Fotográfica, Instituto Português de Museus (DDF/IPM), 
IFN 04657

5 1925-1930, an Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary in Tokyo representing 
Portugal as Ambassador.
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ambassador in Japan who revealed great interest for the study of Portuguese-
Japanese involvement.

In 1954, four items of his collection were purchased and placed in the 
museum: a document or poem box, a gun powder-flask, a food box and a pair 
of stirrups, all of which decorated with figures of Portuguese (Fig. 2 and 3).

Fig. 2 – Tiered food box
Edo Period (beginning)
Namban Art
Costa Carneiro Collection, 1954
Lisbon, MNAA, Inv.º 68 cx
Carlos Monteiro, DDF/IPM, IFN 10823
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Thus, a fundamental nucleus of exceptional pieces of art was formed. 
The latter’s typology relates to Japanese use and they were undoubtedly 
intended for those of high social status which is quite visible in their sophisti-
cated quality.

Fig. 3 – Gun powder-flask
Momoyama Period (end)
Namban Art
Costa Carneiro Collection, 1954
Lisbon, MNAA, Inv.º 931 div
Luís Pavão, DDF/IPM, IFN 02996
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Fig. 4 and 5 – Folding screens (pair)
Seal of Kano Naizen
Momoyama Period (end)
Namban Art
Acquisition, 1954
Lisbon, MNAA, Inv.º 1640 mov e 1641 mov
Francisco Matias, DDF/IPM, IFN 00146/00145



In the same period the central and most sumptuous masterpieces of this 
nucleus were purchased: the two pairs of Namban Folding Screens.

On one of the Folding Screens, is depicted (Fig. 4) in detail the prepa-
rations for the departure of the black ship from a harbour that, due to all 
the details is most certainly Goa. The other folding screen (Fig. 5) portrays 
in detail the arrival and unloading of the cargo of the Portuguese ship at a 
Japanese harbour, the marked presence of religious orders and reference to
a church. In addition to the outstanding quality of this pair of screens, is 
the fact that both bear the seal of the painter Kano Naizen, a pupil of the 
renowned master Kano Mitsonobu.

The second pair (Fig. 6 and 7), presents an increased scale in relation 
to the previous one and portrays the arrival and unloading of the vessel, at 
a harbour, most likely Nagasaki. The second element depicts the fascinating 
procession in the direction of the Jesuits’ Home. This pair attributed to Kano 
Domi, of equally outstanding quality will, together with the previous pair, 
integrate the group of namban folding screens of the Kano school, classified 
by experts Tadao Takamizawa and Yoshitomo Okamoto 6 as belonging to the 
oldest and most refined group of namban folding screens.

Featuring items of art of such quality and diversity the Museu de Arte 
Antiga now owned a remarkable collection of namban art!

The new acquisitions afforded two exhibitions dedicated to the Oriental 
art at the museum. In the first exhibition in 1954 entitled “Portugal na Índia, 
na China e no Japão” (Portugal in India, in China and in Japan), the future 
nuclei of the collections connected to the Portuguese expansion are outlined 
(Fig. 8).

The importance of the exhibited items is enhanced in the introduction of 
the exhibition catalogue:

“This exhibition has afforded the museum a national and interna-
tional position in the field of artistic relations and of influences 
between metropolitan art and local art of oriental countries that 
maintained contact with Portugal”.7

At this exhibition, organised by curator Maria José de Mendonça, only 
the pair of screens by Kano Domi was exhibited. The other art pieces from the 
Costa Carneiro collection were not exhibited yet.

In 1955-56 the recently purchased namban gun powder-flask was 
displayed at the exhibition Portuguese Art, 800-1800, at the Royal Academy of 
Arts in London, entered in the respective catalogue as no. 557.

6 Tadao Takamizawa, Yoshitomo Okamoto, Nanban Byobu, Tokyo, 1970.
7 15th Temporary Exhibition, “Portugal na Índia, na China e no Japão. Relações artísticas”, 
Lisbon, MNAA, 1954.
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Fig. 6 and 7 – Folding screens (pair)
Attributed to Kano Domi
Momoyama Period (end)
Namban Art
Costa Carneiro Collection, 1952
Lisbon, MNAA, Inv.º 1638 e 1639 mov
Francisco Matias, DDF/IPM, IFN 00148/00147



In 1957, included in the III Colóquio Internacional de Estudos Luso-
Brasileiros (3rd International Symposium on Portuguese-Brazilian Studies), 
five rooms at the Museu de Arte Antiga housed the exhibition entitled 
“Influências do Oriente na Arte Portuguesa Continental. A arte nas províncias 
portuguesas do Ultramar” (Oriental Influences on Portuguese Art. Art in the 
Portuguese Colonies) (Fig. 9 and 10).

Fig. 9
View of the exhibition Oriental Influences on Portuguese Art.  Art in the Portuguese Colonies, 1957.
MNAA Archive

Fig. 8
View of the exhibition
Portugal in India,
in China and in Japan, 1954.
MNAA Archive
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Fig. 10
The director of the museum, Dr. João Couto explaining the exhibition.
MNAA Archive

This event was organised by a committee headed by João Couto and 
composed by Diogo de Macedo, A. Cardoso Pinto, Mário Chicó, Maria 
José de Mendonça, Abel de Moura, Carlos de Azevedo and António Manuel 
Gonçalves.8

8 “Influências do Oriente na Arte Portuguesa Continental. A Arte nas Províncias Portuguesas 
do Ultramar”, in III Colóquio Internacional de Estudos Luso-Brasileiros, Lisbon, MNAA, 1957.
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During this exhibition, the two pairs of Namban Folding Screens, the 
six lacquered items (as stated in the catalogue) and the pair of stirrups were 
displayed in room III.

The exhibition catalogue already makes reference to inventory numbers, 
provenance and includes some images. These objects were classified as “16th

century Japanese work”. Curiously, the term namban is only associated to the 
folding screens.

In the same room various Chinese items were also exhibited.
Strangely, the enthusiasm fell basically on the joint exhibition of pieces 

connected to the Orient displayed in one single room.
This was registered five years later in a museum guidebook: “In a room 

next to it (where one can currently find the Education Department), there are 
two paintings portraying the View of Goa and of Lisbon in the 17th century. 
Four lacquered [sic] screens depicting the journeys of the Portuguese to 
Japan, view of Macao in lacquer dating back to 1746, objects in Japanese  
acquer, furniture from Ceylon and from the Portuguese Indies, a 16th century 
Chinese table set featuring a coat of arms, statuettes and ivory caskets”: 9

Until 1967 this nucleus is displayed together with the Namban screens.
In the same year in November, according to the information of the 

museum guidebook, these items are transferred to a contiguous room 
normally known as the Passos Perdidos room:

“… in that room, there is a display of some pieces of the vast group 
of Oriental art of Portuguese influence, belonging to the museum: 
in addition to the pieces of “namban” type, highlight goes to the 
ivory fall-front cabinet (Ceylon), the ebony cabinet with inlaid 
ivory of “mogulico” type, of Indo-Portuguese art…The lacquered 
panel portraying a view of Macao, dated 1746 is also worthy of 
interest.” 10

Notice that the meaning of the term namban is here applied to other 
objects and not only the screens.

Following the same guidebooks, the description of this room ends with 
the following note, “… completing the decoration” one could find in the said 
room “18th century Aubusson tapestries, two French-style chests of drawers 
of the same period, on which two silver-gilt toilet boxes by François Thomas 
Germain are displayed, and 17th and 18th century Portuguese furniture”! 11

9 Guide du Musée National d’Art Ancien, Lisbonne, 1962.
10 Guidebook of the Museu Nacional de Arte Antiga (6th edition), 1969.
11 Idem, ibidem.
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In 1970, the Namban Screens were no longer displayed in the Passos 
Perdidos room. In 1971 and 1972, I was only able to find the record for the 
display of one pair in the 12th room of the Museum’s (in the palace building).12

In 1971, Maria Helena Mendes Pinto, who was responsible for the furni-
ture collection and Oriental art since 1963, writes an article for the magazine 
Observador on the pair of Folding Screens by Kano Domi, including a series 
of issues pertaining to “The museum in your home”.

In 1976, some namban art pieces were transferred to a small room on 
the first floor of the annex building.

To accompany this small exhibition, Maria Helena, wrote the leaflet
entitled “Oriental Art – nambans”. It is probably from this date onwards that 
she begins her studies on Japan.

In 1981, through the initiative of the Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation, 
the exhibition entitled “Namban Art” takes place. Maria Helena, co-operates
by selecting items from the Museu de Arte Antiga to be displayed and by
elaborating the respective catalogue.

Fig. 11 – Casket
Momoyama Period (end)
Namban Art
Legacy of Francisco Barros e Sá, 1981
Lisbon, MNAA, Inv.º 99 cx
Carlos Monteiro, DDF/IPM, IFN 10824

12 Following the Zurbaran room where the Persian carpet was displayed.
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In that same year, the namban art collection is enriched with a splendid 
lacquered casket (Fig. 11), decorated with mother-of-pearl and gold and 
sophisticated silver fittings. The casket, was included in the vast legacy left by
Francisco Barros e Sá to the Museu de Arte Antiga, and was chosen by Maria 
Helena who shared the responsibility of selecting most of the collector’s 
works of art.

The lack of correspondence between the space and the exhibition criteria 
and the increasing importance and expansion of the oriental collection 
pertaining to the Orient was profoundly marked. In the words of the museum 
director at the time Maria Alice Beaumont:

“… the little importance given to the oriental items of Portuguese 
influence in the museum is outrageously evident”.

    

Fig. 12 – Setting up the namban room
End look, 1986.
MNAA Archive

At the beginning of the eighties the XVII Exposição Europeia de Arte, 
Ciência e Cultura (17th European Exhibition of Art, Science and Culture), 
with the theme “The Portuguese Discoveries and Europe of the Renais-
sance Age” allowed for a new structural intervention of the museum’s annex 
building. The latter brought upon deep changes as a new intermediate floor 
was built. This was possible because the museum integrated one of the five 
exhibition areas that comprised the event: Casa dos Bicos, the Madre Deus 
Monastery, the Jerónimos Monastery, Torre de Belém and the Museu de Arte 
Antiga.

For the exhibition at the Jerónimos Monastery, Maria Helena was nomi-
nated as co-ordinator. This nucleus with the theme “Art on the Orient route”, 
gathered an impressive number of items connected to the Portuguese expan-
sion in the Orient.
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This task was determinant for the reorientation and expansion of her 
work “in a transition that went from furniture to other kinds of art objects and 
from the West to the East… increasingly to the far Orient”.13

The creation of the new areas in the Museu de Arte Antiga allowed for 
the organisation of new permanent exhibitions.

Thus, based on the museum model experimented at the Jerónimos 
Monastery during the abovementioned 17th Exhibition and pertaining to the 
studies carried out for this event, Maria Helena was responsible in 1986, for 
the selection and museum display of items of Portuguese influence connected 
to the Portuguese Discoveries age.

A course organised in four geographical centres was defined: Western 
and Eastern Africa; India and Ceylon, China and then the distant Japan.

In the last room of this course, remarkably designed by architect Cruz de 
Carvalho, the two pairs of namban folding screens were enhanced (Fig. 12).
Next to them, in coherent articulation there were two groups of namban items 
for Japanese use and the namban pieces for religious use or to export.

In 1976, a new namban folding screen (the 2nd of a pair) was purchased 
from Christie’s in London and added to the namban art collection, a later 
production which came to significantly enrich that nucleus (Fig. 13).

Fig. 13 – Folding screen (the second of a pair)
17th Century, 2nd half
Namban Art
Acquisition, 1974
Lisbon, MNAA, Invº 1560 mov
José Pessoa, DDF/IPM, IFN 23087

13 J. L. Porfírio, in Peregrinações, op.cit., p. 25.
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In the same year Maria Helena publishes, with regard to the exhibition, 
a detailed and well documented album on namban folding screens belonging 
to the museum’s collection. The original bilingual version (in Portuguese and 
English) was later translated into Japanese (Fig. 14).

Fig. 14 – News items in newspapers
Diário Popular, 4-12-1986
MNAA Archive

Still in the same year, she goes to Paris to study Japanese lacquer at the 
Guimet and Ennery museums and goes as courier to Osaka to the Namban 
Art of Japan exhibition where the pair of folding screens by Kano Domi 
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are displayed and where she observes and studies Japanese lacquer in the 
namban period.

Following these investigations she gives a talk on “Namban art and the 
commissioned lacquers” during the 2nd Japanese Cultural Week held at the 
Palácio Galveias, in Lisbon.

In 1987 as vice-Chairman of the Association of the Friends of Portugal-
Japan, she prepared the catalogue and co-operated in the selection of docu-
ments and Japanese items for the exhibition “Diplomats in Japan – the 
memory of objects” integrated in the 3rd Japanese Cultural Week at the Palácio 
Galveias in Lisbon. Here, various objects that accompanied the lives of diplo-
mats in Japan were presented.

In 1988, I started co-operating with Maria Helena Mendes Pinto, in the 
collections under her responsibility and simultaneously in the preparation of 
two important exhibitions and respective catalogues on Namban Art.

The first took place in 1989 at the Musée du Cinquantenaire, in Brussels
integrated in the Europalia festival dedicated to Japan. This important initi-
ative gathered many cultural demonstrations in various Belgian cities. The 
display entitled Art Namban, les Portugais au Japon, was replaced 1990 at the 
Museu Nacional de Arte Antiga (Fig. 15).

These exhibitions with a large number of visitors are reference marks 
as they gathered a significant set of namban pieces from public and private 
collections in Portugal, many of them on display for the first time.

Both exhibitions, allowed for more advanced research within this artistic 
sphere, thus revealing a precious patrimonial treasure.

In 1988 and in 1989, by indication of Maria Helena, the museum’s 
namban collection was once again enriched with the acquisition of two new 
objects which complement it: a black lacquered cabinet decorated with gold 
and mother-of-pearl from the House of Savoy, and a small and rare cross in 
shakudo (black copper) featuring the symbols of the Eucharist inlaid in gold.

Still in 1989, Maria Helena, co-operated in the initiative of the Associa-
tion of the Friends of Portugal-Japan in the exhibition “Peregrinos no Japão” 
(Pilgrims in Japan) in honour of the former ambassador for Portugal in Tokyo, 
Armando Martins Janeira who dedicated great interest to the study of Portu-
guese-Japanese relations.

In 1990, Maria Helena, is invited by the Japan Foundation to go to Tokyo 
and Kyoto to study folding screens and namban lacquer, and visit restoration 
workshops.

Following the research carried out for the above mentioned exhibi-
tions, in addition to the increase of knowledge resulting from said visit, she 
published the important and well illustrated work on “Namban Lacquer in 
Portugal”, featuring the historic context, production techniques and diversity
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Fig 15 – Inauguration of the exhibition
Namban Art at the Museu de Arte Antiga, 1990
MNAA Archive
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of models. Said publication (also in English), is an essential reference work 
for the study of Japanese lacquer that reflect the influence of Portuguese pres-
ence in Japan.

In 1991, the Via Orientalis exhibition took place in Brussels, within the 
scope of a series of cultural interventions integrating the Europalia 91/Por-
tugal festival. This exhibition commissioned by Maria Helena, was organised 
according to a geographical logics recalling through artistic evidence the 
route of the vessels from Lisbon to Japan, in which the latter is represented by 
an important set of namban art pieces.

In 1993, said exhibition was taken to Japan and displayed in four Japa-
nese cities: Tokyo, Shizuoqua, Kyoto and Oita, and was highly applauded 
by the Japanese public. In a rather significant manner, the last display was 
substantially enriched with namban items belonging to public and private 
Japanese collections, revealing through the importance of the Japanese loans 
the advance in knowledge within this field and the wish to spread it. The exhi-
bition catalogue illustrates quite well the reciprocal contributions.

In the same year, through the initiative of the Instituto José de Figuei-
redo, the Japanese experts Toshikatsu Nakasato and Katsuhiko Masuda, 
from the Tokyo National Research Institute of Cultural Properties, come to 
Portugal to orientate a practical course on Japanese Lacquer, which Maria 
Helena with her characteristic curiosity and enthusiasm also attends.

As of this date Maria Helena, no longer at the museum, is invited by 
the International Department of the Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation to go 
to India and create the Indo-Portuguese Religious Art Museum in Rachol
(a fascinating Project in which I co-operated at the beginning) and six years 
later the Cochim museum, from start. The importance of these two places 
was greatly due to the quality of the exhibitions, the items selected and the 
innovation of the projects. A publication on Rachol has already been issued.

The Namban art collection of the Museum, enriched in 2000 by the acqui-
sition of two sophisticated caskets (Fig. 16 and 17), is today of utmost impor-
tance and represents the main treasures of the Museu de Arte Antiga, as was 
the case of the exhibition in Bonn in 1999; 14 integrating the ten highlights of 
this museum with its screens; or appearing at various national and interna-
tional displays witnessing with items of its collection the approximately one 
hundred years of the important exchange between Portugal and Japan (Fig. 18).

Maria Helena, rendered an essential contribution towards the increase 
and projection of the namban collection beyond the Museu de Arte Antiga.

14 Die Großen Sammlungen VIII, Museu Nacional de Arte Antiga, Lissabon, Kunst-und Ausstel-
lungs-halle, Bonn, 1999.
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Fig. 17 – Casket
Momoyama Period (end)
Namban Art
Acquisition, 2000
Lisbon, MNAA, Inv.º 1666 mov
Archive MNAA

Fig. 16 – Casket
Momoyama Period (end)
Namban Art
Acquisition, 2000 
Lisbon, MNAA, Inv.º 1665 mov
Archive MNAA



Directly responsible for the collection, her studies were most of the 
times accompanied by exhibitions to display new pieces and extending new 
approaches.

These works are for all those who study the consequences of the Portu-
guese presence in Japan during the kirishitan century reference marks due 
to their innovation, depth and rigour because they enhance not only the rich 
artistic evidence of this presence but also the amplitude and complexity of 
cultural and social implications which are still felt in our days.

Fig. 18 – Folding screen (detail)
Attributed do Kano Domi 
Lisbon, MNAA, Inv.º 1639 mov
José Pessoa, DDF/IPM, IFN 00147.5
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Abstract

Maria Helena has rendered a precious contribution towards the projection of 
the namban collection of the Museu de Arte Antiga as well as toward the enhance-
ment of knowledge pertaining to this field, through various studies ans exhibitions.

This article enhances her activity at the museum and her studies which are 
undoubtedly reference marks due to their innovation, depth and rigour for all those 
studying the consequences of Portuguese presence in Japan.  They comprise not only 
the rich artistic evidence of this presence but also the amplitude and complexity of 
cultural and social implications which are still felt in our days.

Resumo

Maria Helena, prestou um inestimável contributo não só na ampliação e 
projecção da  colecção namban do museu de Arte Antiga, como no aprofundamento 
de conhecimentos ligados a essa temática, através de vários estudos e exposições.

Neste artigo, destaca-se a sua actividade no museu e os seus trabalhos que cons-
tituem sem dúvida pelo seu pioneirismo, profundidade e rigor, marcos referenciais 
para todos os que estudam as consequências da presença portuguesa no Japão. Neles 
se divulgou não só a riqueza dos testemunhos artísticos decorrentes dessa presença, 
como a amplitude e complexidade de  implicações culturais e sociais, sensíveis ainda 
nos nossos dias.

要約

マリア・ヘレナはリスボンのムゼウ・デ・アルテ・アンティガにある南蛮コレクショ
ンの認知に大いに貢献した。
この論文では女史の博物館における活動と、ポルトガルと日本の交流に関する
研究の基準となった彼女の研究成果を述べる。　この学術研究では二国間の
交流における豊かな芸術的証拠とその幅広く複雑な文化的、社会的影響を紹
介する。
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